A journey of this sort is an intimate affair. You’ve come to see me because you have heard of what I can do. Where I can take you. Oh, you could try to imitate what you remember from books and movies, taking your cues from Miss Scarlett or Miss Bennet. But they merely showed you the guest room of their world, a world where a man needed only to gaze in a woman’s eyes to have his heart snared for life, and no one ever had heavy-flow days. Most books and movies give you the foam, delightful and aromatic. I have brought you the bitter dark brew underneath. It’s strong. Marriage is a wonderful thing. Everybody should get married unless he or she has a good reason not to, such as that he or she is the Pope. Clearly what is needed is some kind of book that women and men would want to read, a book that could bring the sexes together and help them reach some common ground by means of a straightforward, common-sense discussion of all aspects of finding the right mate, falling in love with this person, getting married, and living happily ever after. That is why this book includes helpful advice such as in Chapter 3, where we talk about adding zip to your sex life via Saran Wrap and other common household products, and also how to recognize the warning signs that your spouse is having an affair, and what kind of gun you should buy. Buy a cheap copy of Sexual Arrangements: Marriage and book by Martin Richards. Free Shipping on all orders over $10. Sexual Arrangements. by Janet Reibstein and Martin Richards. No Customer Reviews. No Synopsis Available. Product Details. Format: Hardcover. Language: English. Arranged Marriage. October 7, 2019. Story: Comics. Ryan. 8 thoughts to “Arranged Marriageâ€”. Angleg says: October 8, 2019 at 6:07 pm. 3. Even just limiting to Hinduism, there are many forms of arranged marriage, ranging from the groom’s parents choosing the bride, to the bride’s parents choosing the groom, to the bride and groom choosing each other without their parents’ input, to other less reputable methods. Reply. Angleg says